**HPCViz**: Monitoring Health Status of High Performance Computing Systems
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***Abstract***—This paper introduces HPCViz, a visual analytic tool for tracking and monitoring high-performance computing (HPC) system events through a RESTful interface. The goals of this tool are: 1) to monitor a set of system events from multiple hosts and racks in real-time statistics, 2) to support system administrators in alarming and detecting unusual signature-based patterns exhibited by health records of hosts in a complex system, and 3) to help in performing system troubleshooting and maintenance with a visual layout for both computing resource allocation and health monitoring map that represent the actual system. A case study was conducted on a medium-scale, Redfish-enabled production HPC system with a total of 10 racks and 467 hosts. The result of the case study shows that the visualization tool offers excellent support for system administrators and analysts to profile and observe system behavior and further identify the traces of issues occurred.

**Index Terms**—HPC visualization, high-performance computing, RESTful API, Redfish, baseboard management controller

I. INTRODUCTION

According to Customer Market Research Services [1], the high-performance computing (HPC) market size is expected to grow from 32.11 billion USD in 2017 to 44.98 billion USD by 2022. This potential growth is driven by an increasing need for HPC systems not only meet the requirements of reliable storage, enhanced scalability, and efficient computing but also quickly handle a large volume of data and accelerate data analysis. In response to this need, HPC systems are set up in many centers and organizations, which presents a new challenge of monitoring these increasingly large-scale distributed computing systems. The meeting of monitoring experts from nine large supercomputing centers [2] reported that hierarchical data management, better power monitoring and control, and standard interfaces for monitoring are among critical challenges to be addressed in the near future.

The existing, widely-used approach of monitoring HPC systems is through the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI), which is a robust protocol that gives administrators control over remotely deployed servers. It is widely supported by many standard model server hardware from major manufacturers such as Dell, HP, IBM, and Lenovo. However, the main drawback of IPMI is that it is vulnerable to remote network attacking because of its control over the system and insecure protocols used in its design and implementation [3].

Recently, the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) released Redfish [4], an open industry standard specification, and schema for server configuration that aims to supersede IPMI over the network (IPMI over LAN). These embedded firmware web servers are expected to provide end users with simple, secure management of scalable platform hardware by enhancing security and reliability to Baseboard Management Controller (BMC).

Although Redfish capabilities are very promising in system management, the adoption of this embedded firmware web servers is still in the early stage of development. It is not feasible for the “data center” admins to monitor hosts using Redfish API monitoring capabilities. On the other hand, Redfish API can be integrated with monitoring frameworks. Monitoring framework can use Redfish API to fetch monitoring data from the host. In this regard, Nagios Core [5] is integrated with Redfish API to fetch monitoring status. Nagios has a web interface which provides a basic view of the hosts and services. However, an administrator cannot capture a holistic monitoring view of the entire data center by using the Nagios web interface. Instead, an administrator has to check textual data row by row among a large number of records. In this study, we propose and develop an entirely new interface to enable visual monitoring through the integration with Nagios and Redfish API.

II. EXISTING APPROACHES

There are several useful tools in the literature to support monitoring high-performance computing systems. Massie et al. [6] provided the Ganglia, an open source PHP-based web front-end interface that allows users to gather information via real-time dynamic web pages. This information, including CPU usage, memory usage, disk usage, network statistics, the number of running processes, is plotted on similar graphs. It leverages the widely used XML technologies for data representation. The advantage of real-time responsive on the web front-end, however, leads to high latency due to the size of the XML tree. Thus, Ganglia is not practical on the less powerful machines when the amount of data is large.

Nagios Core [5] is another open-source monitoring system that is capable of handling a variety of servers and operating systems with the industry standard. It provides a basic web interface for the core monitoring engine as depicted in Fig. 1.
To trace a problem, however, it is challenging for system administrators to navigate through pages of reports on hosts, services, and status. Even though basic filtering operations are provided, system status overview, which is useful to correlate the isolated temporal/spatial issues, can be lost [7]. Users are also able to communicate with the core engine using Nagios Plugins. The commercial version of Nagios (Nagios XI), developed on the top of Nagios Core, has some essential features monitoring through a web configuration GUI.

Designed by Amazon Inc [8], Amazon CloudWatch is a web service that allows end users to collect, view, and analyze pre-defined metrics in the form of logs, metrics, and events. Users can set the threshold to alarms, visualize logs/metrics besides each other, and take automated actions. However, the main drawback of the tool is that it has a few metrics and is only applicable to Amazon cloud resources.

These aforementioned tools are useful to some extent, depending on the needs of a user. As pointed out by William Allcock [2], the management tools often provide way more functionality than users need, or even worse, it forces users to use the tool in a way it was not designed for.

III. CONTRIBUTION

Visualization is a process of representing data visually. Allcock et al. [2] indicated that visualization of the data in HPC systems plays a vital role in the management of the system since it allows administrators to explore and understand what is happening without even knowing what they are looking for. Besides, new questions can also be formulated during the exploration process such as how resources are allocated to each job, which in turn allows administrators to make more efficient use of the system. Therefore, there is a need to have a visual analytic tool to help system administrators to manage their daunting tasks efficiently.

This paper introduces HPCViz that enables system administrators to monitor HPC systems, in particular, the health status of HPC systems, and thus they can report to end-users about the resource outages as well as expected vulnerability period of disruption. The contributions of this research therefore are:

- it provides a visualization tool for system administrators to monitor system health status;
- it allows system administrators to set up filters and alarms to detect and resolve resource outages promptly;
- we demonstrate its feasibility through a medium-scale, production HPC system equipped with Redfish servers with 10 racks, containing 467 hosts in total (the Quanah cluster at High Performance Computing Center (HPCC) of Texas Tech University).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section IV describes an approach to the tool design. Section V explains the components of HPCViz architecture. Section VI introduces fundamental interactions of the tool. We conclude the current study and discuss possible future work in Section VII.

IV. THE HPCVIZ APPROACH

HPCViz\(^1\) is developed using JavaScript, a web browser programming language, and in particular the D3.js library [9]. The primary goal of HPCViz is to create an interactive visual analytic tool that presents system administrators a high-level view of the health status of many hosts resided in racks. The requirements of the visualization tool are repeatedly refined by closely working with the HPC system administrators and users. The tool should enable system users to: 1) investigate how CPU temperatures change over time of multiple CPUs across hosts and racks, 2) the tool should be able to identify which users are performing jobs related to which hosts, 3) the tool should allow users to set temperature threshold for a CPU for the purpose of quick detection if a certain node needs to be taken care of, and 4) administrators are able to explore other related system services such as BMC health, CPU load, CPU health, fans health, memory health, and memory usage. To meet this goal, this paper proposes several visualization tasks that are implemented in HPCViz:\(^1\)

- **Overview Display (T1).** Display an overview of temperature’s distribution over time [10], and users consuming jobs on specific hosts.
- **Details-On-Demand (T2)** [11], including historical temperatures and resource usage.
- **Temperature critical detection (T3).** Highlight or alarm critical CPU temperature on a host [12].
- **Explore other related information (T4).** Summarize other system parameters such as BMC health, CPU load, CPU health, fans health, and memory usage.

\(^1\)For a short demo video and web interface application of HPCViz, please visit https://goo.gl/DH6ea2
The HPCViz leverages the existing Nagios Core engine for data retrieval through a RESTful API web interface (as depicted in Fig. 1(b)). The instructions for available API queries are found in the HTML file (jsonquery.html) which is located at the root folder of the Nagios Core web directory. Basically, users choose the desired host or service list on the left panel of Fig. 1(b)-A, the corresponding response result in JSON format will display on the right side in Fig. 1(b)-C along with generated query link URL in Fig. 1(b)-B. Our visualization tool uses this generated link to retrieve data from the system on the fly.

V. THE HPCViz ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we first introduce the HPC system spatial layout and then our HPCViz visualization on historical and real-time data.

A. HPC system spatial structure and job scheduling

Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the 467-node Quanah cluster at noon of Sunday, May 13, 2018. This visualization aims to answer the following questions: Who - who are the current users of HPC resources? When - What time were the resources allocated to these users? Where - What is the spatial distribution of these resources in the system? These components are useful for system administrators to keep track of resource allocation and current status of the HPC system. Within the visualization, these components (Who, When, and Where) are linked into a single view. In particular, the top panel displays the rack structure (ten racks from left to right). Within a rack, hosts are listed top down. Rectangles on each row are associated to jobs, which are colored by the owner of these accepted jobs. Notice that, one host can be assigned to multiple users (rows with many colors). The middle panel displays all users who are currently using the HPC computing resources. The node sizes are computed based on how much computing resources that they had requested (and allocated). User information and resource details can be linked (as depicted in Figure 2) and displayed in a popup window on mouseover. At the bottom, we show the actual timeline of when the resources are allocated for a specific user. As we use the same system layout which exhibits the Quanah HPC system spatial structure, this resource allocation map can be used to link the system health monitoring map in Fig. 3 for system troubleshooting, maintenance, etc.

B. HPCViz visualization for monitoring CPU temperature

As discussed above, current HPC standard interfaces heavily rely on text-based layouts and do not allow to present spatial structure and temporal information in a single display. Therefore, visual pattern detections are not intuitively supported in order to help system administrators to track down issues in the event of resource outages. In fact, this is usually a time-consuming process. To tackle this challenge, HPCViz introduces a spatial-temporal visualization as depicted in Figure 3. The Overview Panel shows the spatial distribution of 467 hosts grouped into 10 racks (the visualization task T1), repre-
Fig. 3. HPCViz visualization for temperature readings using: (top) heatmaps and (bottom) area charts.
senting the physical location of hosts. Each host is located in one row. In the top panel of Figure 3, each color cell represents the CPU temperature returned from Nagios server (through the use of provided API). The temporal distant between two consecutive cells is 2 minutes (as this is also the updating period set up on the cluster). In other words, we scan through the list of 467 hosts iteratively within 2 minutes, make http requests on temperature readings, and create a new cell color-coded by the associated result (such as OK, warning, unknown, critical, pending). We advise the reader to view our submitted video at https://goo.gl/DH6ea2 for the real-time demo.

Users are provided with another option to switch to area charts as shown in the bottom panel in Figure 3. A graph area chart compared to a baseline (user input) is used to represent the CPU temperature of a host at a given time and it is color-encoded based on the level of heat at the current time. To assist system administrators, a horizontal line is drawn at a specific user input value (by default this value is set as 60).

The Detail Panel A pop-up window is introduced to further display the details of host information on demand (visualization task T2). While the overview panel shows general information on all CPU temperatures, the detail panel allows users to unveil more detailed temperature of each CPU on a given host by a set of line graphs. The vertical axis represents the CPU temperature (from 20 to 100 degree of Fahrenheit) while the horizontal axis represents the time.

Under the line chart is the radar chart (also known as spider or cobweb chart), which shows seven status information of the system (visualization task T4), including temperature, BMC health, CPU load, CPU health, fans health, memory health, and memory usage. The purpose of this chart is to enable users to detect similar patterns and outliers among multivariate observations. While the current visualization focuses on CPU temperature, we can easily adapt it to visualize other metrics such as CPU load, memory usage, or power consumption. This is a desired feature as suggested by domain experts in our informal interviews.

VI. USER INTERACTIONS

HPCViz enables users to interact with the visually represented components through mouse over and zooming. HPCViz also supports filtering (visualization task T3) on temperature readings. By monitoring and controlling temperature automatically, we can avoid overheats during rush hours and reduce wasting cooling power during downtime.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced HPCViz, a graphical tool that allows system administrators to better monitor HPC system health status based on real-time data gathered through the state-of-the-art and industry-standard Redfish protocol and API (v.s. the aging IPMI protocol). To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first of its kind in the data center management, monitoring, and analytic domains. The system also supports integrated features to set alarms on temperature for automatically adjusting cooling units. In future work, this study can be extended for even more powerful features, such as utilizing historical data to predict the health status of the system ahead of a given time frame. Our long-term research goal in this space is to develop powerful, friendly, and highly-efficient tools and methodologies to automate HPC system management, monitoring, and control.
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